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School Balances 1970-71 Budget
For First Time in Three Years
on a balanced budget, according
to John Hickson, vice-president

entails room and board fees, in
addition to profits realized
through the Book Store, athletics
and Summer SCbool room and

of business aDd finance.

boanl.

The budget, which has been
approved by the university board

Umited ElIdowme.l
The relatively small 535.000
figure, noted under the heading
of "Investment Income," refers
to that income which the
university receives yearly from
the securities it bolds. Its size
renects the lack of endowment
pledge to Fairfield.
"Grants and Special Funds"
were accounted fOl as well as
various grants and gifts given to
the university. All other funds
raised are included in the
"General Development" figure.
Approximately $196,000 was
prOVided
fla
through
"Department and Other" which
includes revenues collected from
student insurance and the
Business Bureau in addition to a
religious workshop held during
the summer and the university's
general education program.
among other programs.
Finally, the Federal
Government made some
$270,000. available to the
university for student aid.
Factlty Salaries Upped
In the "Es:penditures"
column. 98 percent of the
$2,500,00"0.
spent
on
"Instruction" was earnlarked
for faculty salaries wbicb
increased tbis year by
appros:imately 1011J percent
while "General Administration"
costs were also upped by about
10 percent.
"Researcb aDd Sponsored
Programs" include the Institute
of Human Development, the
Computer Center and the Special
Education Center as well as a
number of other minor programs
aDd workshops beld during the
year.
The Bureau of Business and
Public Administration, tbe
Community Forum and the
Higber Education Center for
Urban Studies, a consortium that

For the first time In three
years, the university is working

of

Truste".

accounts

for

approximately $7,409.lIOlI which
the university figures to spend

this year, a rise of about 20
percent over lasl year's list of
expenditures.
Mr. Hickson noted that the
basic factor involved In
balancing this year's budget was
the increase in university
income due to the raising of
tuition fees and room and board

costs.

Other attributal factors
include increased enrollment,
the aid given through the Slate of
Connecticut Scholarship Fund, in
which the Slate provides aid for

each Connecticut resident who is
admitted to the university, and
the office furniture donation
made to the university by
American Can Corporation last
year. he said.
U. . . .rII. . Carry Bania.
The vice-president stated that
balancing this bodget was the::
(irst step in a three year plan
which has been divised to retire
the university's $733.000. debt.
He added that in the next two
years. "we will budget to repay
part of the deficit so the current
debt will be retired during the
r.lSCa1 year. ending June 30.

1m."

Quite
significantly.
undergraduates have accounted
for appros:imately 79 pereent of
the M,S23.000 brought in this
year from the university's
undergraduate aDd graduate
scbools in tuition and fees. The
UDdergrads are also responsible
for 75 percent of the other major
item in the revenue column.
"Aus:.iliary Enterprises" which

Power Cut Off;
Phone Line In
Last Sunday moming the lights
on campus went out for 3 bours
to allow the installation of cable
for telephones in the southeast
donns.
According to Mr. Jack
Hickson. Vice-President of
Business and Finance, the
shutting off of the entire power
system on campus was
necessary to shift temporarily
some of the incoming power
source from North Benson Road
to Round Hill Road. At the
present time both sources are
being used while a main conduit
between Gonzaga and the gym.
carrying telephone. light and the
clock system, Is being repaired.
When repairs have been
completed by Christmas
vacation the university will
return to one source of power
from Nortb Benson Road. At
that time the defective electrical
line will be corrected and
additional serviCi! to the campus
will be possible. It is es:pected
that the telephone serviCi! to the
soutbeast donn will be available
in about. 2 weeks.
So the lights went out iD Regis
ill order to let the telepbooes ring
IOCIDer in soutbeast donn.
CompIa:. isn't it?

the university takes part in with
five other scbools to study urban
problems, are among those
(CMtililled .. "Ie 2)

With the basic goal of
finalizing tbe tri-partitie
constitution, tbe Constitutional
Convention will reconvene this
weekend holding various
sessions in the campus center.
Preliminary drafts o( the
constitution, whicb were drawn
up last spring. will be reviewed
aDd revised as needed in order to
provide the university
community with a workable
document for establishing
governmental structures.
Deleptes

Convention delegates will
include the members of the
University Council. selected
representatives from the three
sectors of the university
community.
faculty.

Faculty Elects Eight
To Finish Constitution
"To my knowledge, the faculty
has never accepted tri-partitism
in theory or practiCi!," stated Fr.
John Mcintyre in his lengthy
address before the general
faculty meeting held last week.
Such discussion of vital issues
continued (or forty-five minutes
at the (aculty's general meeting
held last Wednesday as the
faculty passed Fr. Joseph
Devine's motion to send a
~Iegation
of eight faculty
members to the TIj-partite
Constitutional Convention that
convenes saturday. The faculty
amended the announced ageuda
to include the security
department's directive that all
facility members must obtain
identification cards, a proposed
calendar modification, aDd the
admittance of reporters from
the Voice and Free Press before
considering the question.
Alter the reporters were
admitted. it was decided the
Academic Council sbould discuss
the matter of the 1.0. cards with
the security department. The
calendar Question was tabled.

.......M_

Before discDSSiora was opened,
Dr. Rice, secretary of the
general (acuity, es:plaiDed that
the meeting was called on sucb
sbort notice. rather than the
regular t5, so that tbose elected
to represent the faculty at the
convention would not be asked to
do so one day after their
election. The emergency
meeting date allowed the
delegates a full 2 weeks to
familiarize themselves with the

convention's work and
proceedings.
Dr. Rice also noted that it was
necessary for the delegates to be
elected by the general body
because there was ". lot of
static" last year when the
Academic Council handled the
appointments.
Fr. Devine's motion to send a
delegation to the convention was
seconded from the noor and
amended by Dr. Coleman. The
amendment stipulated that the
delegation was to appear before
the general faculty to infonn
them of the proceedings and to
answer Questions.

to.. Dtsnnio.

As discussion of the main
motion continued, Dr. Long
stated that the AAUP had met

and recommended that the
faculty send a delegation.
Fr. Mcintyre tbeD upressed
the view that the faculty had no
real cboice but to elect a group
to go to the convention. He saw
this necessity as one more case
of tbe faculty
being
"overridden" aDd once again not
able
to es:ercise its
responsibilities as es:pressed in
the Faculty Ibndbook.
He stated that a university has
only two sectors: those who
teacb, whether from a desk or
office, aDd those wbo learn.
"Thus:' he said. "tri-partite i$.a
model destructive to the
university" .
RecolDmellMtie.

In fmally recommending that
the faculty send a delegation to
tbe convention "witb
sc"epticism." Fr. McIntyre asked
that those elected look into
various models of university
governance, not just one.
Fr. McIntyre's speech was
followed by a round of applause
by the members present.
Mr. Harry Fishman remarked
that such things as tri-partite
governance and the Faculty
Handbook were supposed to
make the university a
"community of co-operates"
rather than of well-defined
adversaries.
Not Support
After the question was moved.
Dr. Julia Johnston expressed her
understanding that the faculty's
agreement to be represented on
the Tri-partite Convention did
not equal an endorsement of that
concept. The chair assured her
that that was the case and that
the document would come before
the general faculty for approval.
The motion passed by a larxe
majority. aDd nominations were

opened.

HOMECOMING QUEEN GaD HamUlOII smUes ,.....uy wMi kr
escort Geor'Ke V.taro '72 prior to lite Sila N. N. CcHtcert last
Friday eVeiliag.

The foUowing eight faculty
members were elected: Harry
FisbmaD, Sr. Clare Fitzgerald,
Rev. Joim McIntydl::v. Victor
NewtoD, Lisa Pe . • Robert
Pitt, Donald Ross. aDd Rev.
Bernard SCully.

administration and students,
plus selected members from the
graduate school.
It is expected that the sessions
of the Convention will be held
along the same lines as were last
springs. comprised of a plenary
session and individual
committee meetings.
VOlI. . Privilea;es

In the plenary session only
official representatives have a
vote on the issues considered.
wbereas anyone present at the
committee gatherings can
exercise the right of a vote.
The convention will center
around five areas. along which
committees have been
established.
These consist of the following:
Operations. dealing witb tbe set
up of various committees
relative to administrative
affairs: Academic. concerned
with educational affairs
including sucb matters as
curriculum; Community life,
dealing witb student services.
including the selection of
Resident Advisors: Governance,
primarily concerned with setting
up the actual governance
structure concerning ideological
questions such as the relation of
a tri-partlte governance and tbe
office of university president;
and a committee assigned with
handling the judicial system of
the university community.
No Chairman Yet
As of press time delegates
representing the sectors of the
university and a chairman for
the convention have not yet been
announced.
Dr. Frank Rice, head of the
biology department. who chaired
the convention during last
springs sessions. has recently
indicated that he will not retum
as chairman for the upcoming
session.

RA's to Study
Dormitory Life
At the latest meeting of the
general donn council. Mr.
William Shimpf, dean of student
services. announced that a study
of dorm life at Fairfield was to
be conducted by the resident
advisors with the aid of the dorm
council members.
This was the major
announcement made by Dean
Shimpf at the meeting called by
Gerry Kelly. chairman of the
donn council. to introduce newly
elected members to the student
services staff. and acquaint
them with their specific duties.
The results of the study are to
be examined by members of

other universities as well. In this
way. Dean Shimpf hopes that the
study will disprove some of the
speculation that donnitory life
here is uncomfortable and not
conducive to academic success.
Much like the September
meeting, dorm council members
were addressed by Mr. Krell and
Dean Shimpf. who also answered
questions concerning problens
the representatives had
encountered.
Many of the questions dealt
with the room deposit refunds
and the damage report
procedures used to arrive at
repair costs.
Mr. Krell said that many
problems can be discussed by
contacting Mr. Charles
Williams. director of
maintenance.
Dean Shimpf said that the
dorm council system was
becomint mucb more effective.
and be is very optimistic that
the study will prove that the
residence balls can be managed
in this way.
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Religious Trends

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BUDGET RECAP
1""'171
RevelUle
Student Tuition & Fees. . . . .
. .$4,522,500.00
Investment Income. . . . . . .
. . . . 35,107.00
Grants & Special Funds. . . .
. .. 345,759.00
Department & Other. f . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 196,473.00
General Development. . . . . . . . . . . . •
. .. 75,000.00
TOTAL EDUC. & GEN. INCOME. . . .
. 5.174,839.00
Student Aid. . . . . . . . .
.
270,242.00
AUXiliary Enterprises. . . . .. . . .
.
1,985,420.00
TOTAL INCOME
7.430,501.00
Expe:Mitares
Educational & General
Instruction. .
.
Research & Sponsored Prog.
.
Extension & Public Serv. . . . .. .
Library. . . . . .
.
Student Services
General Administration
, . •.
Plant Maintenance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest on Indebtedness
Gen. Institutional Expense. . . . . . .• .
TOTAL EDUC. & GEN. EXP. . . .. .
Student Aid
Auxiliary Enterprises. . . ..
.
TOTAL EXPEN01TURES. . . . . . . . .
(LOSS1 INCOME
University Portion of NDEA Loans. . . .

NET.........

School Budget
(Collti..ed from pace 1)
organizations listed under
"Extension and Public Service."
SeCllrity Costs Doable
The rising "General
Administration" costs listed
include the finances needed to
run all administrative offices on
campus such as the President's.
the Academic Vice-president's.
personnel.
purchasing.
placement and publications.

.

November 12, 1970

2.501,122.14
.. 421,922.83
67,332.50
256,203.63

431.475.84
.. 636,729.50
. . 540,850.00
195,112.00
.. 138,401.43
5.295.149.87
S55,988.00
1,557.824.00
S7.408,961.00
21.540.00
. 21,540.00

.

Maintenance' costs have risen
almost 25 percent this year with
half of the money allocated to
cover the cost of utilities and
grounds maintenance. The cost
of security. which is also
included in this category, has at
least doubled over the last year.
The figures indicate that the
direct costs of "Auxiliary
Enterprises" at about MOO,ooo.
profit. These do not, however,
reneet maintenance costs or the
interest due on the capital debt.

Prep Counselor Assumes Post
As Rector of Jesuit Community
A guidanee counselor at
Fairfield Prep and part·time
graduate student has been
appointed as Rector of the Jesuit
communitv at Fairfield.
Rev. Joseph McHugh. S.J. was
named by the Very Rev~ Pedro
~rupe. S.L General of the
uits. as the new religious
.erior of the 96 Jesuits
-,tioned at the University. He
o::places Rev. Albert Cardoni.
S.J .. who has been active rector
since August when Rev. Joseph
McCormick. S.J. the previous

Spiritual Life Varied, Modern
since students are now finding
religious "meaning" outside of
services.
The Rev. Joseph P. Trinkle,
university chaplain, also
observes a decline in the
cultural, or "public" religion •
such as going to Mass because
it's tbe thing to do". Instead,
"the burden of faith has shifted
to the individual," in tbat
students are rmding their own
religious values.
Fr. Trinkle cautions that, as a
This scene describes not a personal matter, religion "can't
secret-society meeting, but the be demonstrated or proved like
start of Mass celebrated nightly an interest in a political party".
In
recent years, student
in Loyola Chapel by the Rev.
William C. Mcinnes, university activity in areas such as poverty,
president. This Mass typifies the ecology. and peace bas been
change in religious attiludes of increasing. Does this widening
many Fairfield students, who concern indicate an attempt to
are demonstrating-their faith in "bring the faith to the world'!"
formerly "u nortbodoz" Mr. Kubik agrees, asserting tbat
many who don't get anything out
ways.
of Mass" would rather "channel
At the evening Mass, one can their energies toward more
find an almost incongruous constructive projects."
mixture of modern and
But Fr. Mcinnes carefully
traditional. The setting is simple attributes this concern to a rise
and informal with the emphasis in "humanism," in the growing
on "sharing" among the number of "people who care for
participants • all in accordance others because they are people,
with current trends. Yet it is not not Christians."
uncommon to hear such classic
Fr. Trinkle concurs. calling
phrases as "God loves us so these acts, "works of moral
much," spoken with a new conscience," but not religious
ebullience.
indicators.
It seems. then, that religion
A period of discussion follows
the Gospel, replacing the has taken on many different
customary sermon. But the most forms in the community. Fr.
striking feature is a spirit of Trinkle remarked that college
fervor rarely seen in a parish students go through an "age of
experimentation," rejecting old
church.
ideas and trying new ones.
Edward Kubik, a sophomore Eventually, some try religion,
who attends the service but with a different approach
frequently, "really ti~" the than their parents might have
people who come, and enjoys the used. Tbus one segment
sharing that is enhanced through experiments with a new type of
the closer personal contact this Mass, another substitutes church
Mass affords.
services with his own values.
Yet, on any given day, less while a third group Is simply
than 20 students attend this apathetic.
Presently, the evidence
Mass, while on weekends,
attendance averages only one- suggests that spiritual life on
campus is not moribund:
third of the student body.
attendance
at the evening Mass
Does this mean that Fairfield is increasing,
according to Fr.
is not a "Catholic" school, or Mcinnes.
that it does not provide what the
Through personal contacts
Handbook calls "an institutional with students Fr. Trinkle has
Catholic commitment as a way found many "genuinely religious
of life'!" Perhaps the answer is persons."
that religion on campus has
And the Rev. Vincent Burns,
evolved to the point wbere it has
cbainnan
of the Department of
become less "institutional" and Religious Studies.
bas revealed
more a deep personal matter.
!bat 250 students - far more tban
have chosen
In fact. Fr. Mcinnes feels tbat anticipated
today's students are "more theology as an elective.
Yet there are also signs that
religious than ever," noting tbat
religion has changed in its form. the student body has not fulfilled
No longer is religion measured its role in what Fr. Trinkle
by Mass attendance figures. terms the "campUJ ministry":
By Anton Hebenstreit
Dimly lit, the underground
room lies in silence, occasionally
disturbed by the sound of
muffled footsteps overhead. A
metal door creaks open. and a
small group of people enter the
room. Soon others arrive.
Carrying small booklets, they
assemble around the table,
where they are greeted by a man
In a black coat. It is ten o'clock..
.They are ready to begin.

rector. was assigned to Weston
College in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
As rector. Fr. McHugh will act
as top religious official of the
local community. The
corporation of Fairfield
University remains under the
control of the Board of Trustees
with Fr. McInnes as the chief
executive officer of the
institution. Until 1968, Fr.
Mcinnes had acted as both
president of the school and
rector of tbe community. In that
year the jobs were split with Fr.
McCormick assuming the role of
rector. At the present time 35
Jesuits
are serving in the
Draws
Four
university and 27 in the Prep.
The session arranged by the
Fr. McHugh has taught at
Vice-President of Business last Boston College Higb SChool and
Thursday afternoon was a nop.
Cramwell School in Lenox,
According to Mr. John Massachusetts. He has been at
Hickson, the presentation of the Fairfield for3 years.
1969-1970 audit in a public forum
The appointment becomes
drew a response of only 4 effective November22.
students and no faculty. Mr. Guy
THUM8ULl SHOPPING PRHK-374-550B
Barbino of the Business Dept.
an 41-MURm PAlKWAY
who was scheduled to answer
questions on the audit report was
accompanied by MI". Hickson:
Mr. Paul Greeley, Director of
ICIU .. fill USY NIl.
Alumni: Mr. Dana Stone,
Controller; and Mr. William
"YOU MUST SEE THIS FILM."
-Rlr;h,rd Sr;hlr;k.l, Ufe
Lucas, Director of Financial
Aid. Present at the meeting were
COLUMBJA PICTURES Pres"nts • BBS Product",n
students Dennis Gallagher.
Arthur Gallagher, Kenneth Daly
and
one
unidentified
underclassman.
"Because of the lack of
apparent interest in this type of
presentation we are temporarily
,
' ".,'
cancelling our next week's
session on the budget," said Mr.
I'iil
,>I;
fr..'·
~
..'•
COLOR~
'.. \'",.1,.,....
J
_
Hickson. "but will reschedule it
if there is enough interest in
"redo';' "THE BEST FILM OF
having it."

Business Session

Only

tbe chaplain is hopeful that a
student group will initiate a
program of films and lectures on
the religious aspects of current
problems.
Fr. Burns is considering
"ezperimenting" with the
Theology CUrriculum, if students
will offer constructive
suggestions. To date, neither
offer has been taken.
"The modern Catholic is free·
as never before - to stay in or
remove himself from the
structured churcb," states the
New York Times. "Some make
one choice and some the other,
while a growing number
compromise by joining one of the
several hundred small, informal,
and unofficial units of what has
come to be called the
"Underground Church." The
Fairfield student now has the
opportunity to make any of these
choices· that is, if he even cares.

Pres. Requests
Fairfield Police
Palrol Campus
The Fairfield Police have
received a formal request that
the campus be patroled "in the
same manner as the surrounding
community. "
The Rev. William C. Mcinnes,
5.J., issued the request in a
letter sent to Chief Phillip
Ganser of the Fairfield Police
Department.
As a result it is expected that
the police will resume routine
trips through the campus as they
have done in the past. The
practice
was
briefly
discontinued due to a change in
police department procedure
that required a written request
before officers would enter
private property.
In the letter, the university
president noted that the,
institution has grown in size and'
activities as well as increased
the number of visitors to the
campus. "We would find the
occasional and routine presence
of police patrols on roads and
grounds helpful. particularly for
the protection of our campus
community," Fr. Mcinnes
stated.
The letter went on to indicate
that police assistance has also
been given when calls for fire
apparatus,
emergency
equipment and medical
transport have been made.

TRUMBULL THEATR

Jnvl!oLSON

"#!:t

h{;~~
;~ ":\~<

/tRSlI

'"''
~

1~/rCE.B

'..0

it",., THE NEW YORK FILM FESTIVALl"

--

-Archer Winll.n, New York POll

MON,-FRI. 7, 15-9, 15, SAT, 2-4-6-1 & lD,OO
SUN.2,DO-3,Sc)'S,40-7,4D-9,4D
IlAY MANCHESTER'S
101 'octlood

F.Wfiold, Conn.
PfooM, 255-2])1" 259,9271
ROAD SERVICE
WRECKER SERVICE
1O/. OFF ALL CLOTHING TO STUDENTS
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Flick Frondeur

~~The

Baby Maker"

"The Baby Maker" relates the
unique story of an unusual
relationsbip between a freeliving young California girl,
portrayed by Barbara Hershey;
her boyfriend, Scott Glenn; and
a sophisticated married couple,
played by Collin Wilcox-Home
aodSamGroom.
The plot line, if there is one,
roes sometbing like this. Tish
Gray (Hershey) leaves a carefree love affair with Tad Jacks
(Glenn) behind wben she moves
into the hu:urious, over ornate
Beverly HiUs home of Suzanne
and Jay Wilcox. Tisb is uniquely
bourKI to the afn~t young
couple since, at Suzanne's
insliptioo, she bas become
PrepaDt willi Jay's
child.

.... >.. - ....-

--
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Suzanne soon senses the growing
attachment and dependency
wbich Tisb has developed toward
Jay. Sbe fears it and over-reacts.
The atmospbere at the Wilcox
borne becomes strained and
tense. The scenes between Tish
and Suzanne here are well done.
I hope they are evocative of what
may come from Bridges and
Hershey. But we'll have to wait
to find out.
The movie took one hundred
and nine minutes and lasted nine
months.
Movies to see:
"Joe"
"Catch 22"
Movies to miss:
"Big Halsey and Little Fauss"
"The Baby Maker"

~

TISH played by Barbara Hentley in Cbe "Baby Maker."
The curious arrangement
means money to help Tad and
Tish's mother, and it also
provides Tish with the thrill of
expectant motherhood without
future responsibility. For the
Wilcoxes, it means having a
baby which Suzanne can't
deliver herself, but which .... iII at
least be Jay's own child instead
of an adopted one.
The moral question which the
movie raises is interesting. But
James Bridges, director and
screenplay writer. presents the
story leaving out much
examination of human
relationships that certainly
existed. His story is the
inevitable. The young hippie girl
learns what the real world is all
about. Cliche's pour forth from
the mouths of the characters.
This is a "now" movie. However
James Bridges direction is
classical. This film could have
been a tender comedy-drama.
The actors make this film
bearable since they seem to
recognize its potential. They
attempt to present the concept of
enduring relationships, and of
deepseated mutual feeling and
respect between adults. Tish
learns that even lhe established
Jay can be "beautiful."
Barbara Hershey, the teasing
bad girl of ;'Last Summer", is
nothing short of bad. She has
long, brown hair down to her
waist, wears no makeup, dresses
mainly in leather garments, or
blue jeans. seldom wears shoes.
The perfect stereotype of a
hippie'? In addition, she is
depicted as being pregnant
lhrough most of the film. There
is an attempl at the "natural
way of life" and the ;'natural
way of birth".
Tish and Suzanne read to us
throughout the film. They are
reading on the subject of
pregnancy. This seems like a
futile attempl to add medical
authenticity to the movie.
Suzanne (Collin Wilcox-Home)
and Tish develop the only
moments of good cinema. As
Tish's pregnancy progresses, the
emotional and physical values
and needs of the Wilcoxes and
Tad change. Each sees and
touches a different and ~ranRe
new way of life. Because of this,

Four New Men Join Trustees
To Replace Resigning Members
The university's board of
trustees have elected four new
members at its last meeting,
filling several vancancies that
were created by recent
resignations.
Joseph B. Flavin, executive
vice-president of Xerox
Corporation; David W.P. Jewitt,
senior Vice-president of the
Connecticut National Bank;
Joseph G. McGann, treasurer
and director of U.S. Dredging
Corp. and Affiliates; and the
Rev. Robert A. McGuire. S.J.,
director of guidance at Regis
High School in New York; are
the most recent additions to the
board.
At that meeting the board also
accepted the resignations of Dr.
Eugene Fubrini, Richard Joyce
Smith and the Rev. Daniel
Linehan, S.J.
The Rev. Clement James
McNaspy, S.J., former associate
editor of AMERICA Magazine
and now a professor of music at
Loyola University in New
Orleans, had been elected to the
board during its meeting in the
latter part of May.
The new additions return lhe
number of members to 24. one
less than the maximum
permitted under present bylaws.
Financial F.xpert
Mr. Flavin has distinguished
himself as expert in financial
affairs. Prior to his promotion to
e¥ecutive vice president at
Xerox, he had served as the
senior vice president for finance
and planning.

Before joining Xerox five
years ago, Mr. Flavin was
controlled for the IBM World
Trade Corporation.
A resident of New Canaan. he
graduated from the UDiversity of

JoMlth G. MOO"

..

David W.P. JewiU
Massachusetts with a BBA, and
Columbia U. Graduale School of
Business with an M.S. He has
also attended IBM Executive
School and the Williams College
Program in American Studies
for Executives.
A neighbor and friend of the
university, Mr. Jewitt was
honored for activities on behalf
of Fairfield with the Medal of
about 20 members will direct the Merit which was pre5(!nted at
canned food collection which will lastyear's Progress Dinner.
be distributed to the poor in
The former chairman of the
Bridgeport. This group, not an university's President'S'
official organization, has agreed Advisory Council is a senior vice
to wort together for Utis one president and officer of
projecc as an eJ:tension of their Connecticut National Bank. He
association at daily chapel aftd has previously been affiliated
Campus Center.
with Irving Trust and Chemical
The groups have agreed to Corn Exchange Bank in Ne.....
wort togetber in order to stress York City.
the community aspects of the
He is a graduate of Amherst
project. Joint posters and College and studied at Harvard
common publicity will be used, University as an Amherst
though eacb group will be Fellow.
individually responsible for its
Mr. Jewin is active in the
project. The theme to be used by American Seamen's Friend
all is "Thanksgiving Drive: A Society, the Connecticut
Community Effort."
Development
Credit
Cooperation and participation Corporation. and the Connecticut
Is welcomed from any Bankers Association.
individuals or organization on
Fairfield Alumnus
campus. Those interested sbouId
An alumnus of Fairfield, Mr.
contact Mr. Medonia, Director McGann has also served on the
of Volunteer
Services President's Advisory Board. He
(Extension 443).
has been extremely active in
alumni affairs, serving as an
officer of the association and
THE BLUE BIRD SHOP
aiding with fund raising and
UIO POST ROAD
other committee activities.
FAIRF!ElD, CONNECTICUT
The Wesl Hempstead, N.Y.
resident is the treasurer and a
Socl.l St.tIoPl.ry .P1d EP!gr....iPlg
director of U.S. Dreding Corp.
" Th.P1bgiwiPig C.,d.
and Affiliates of New York City.
His memberships include the

Three Campus Groups
To Run Clothing Drive
Three campus groups have
joined forces to organize a joint
community effort for
Thanksgiving.
The Youth Interracial Council,
the Knights of Columbus and the
members of the 10 o'clock Mass
group will begin to collect
clothing, books and canned food
during the nen 3 weeks.
The drive will begin on
Sunday, November 15 and end on
Thanksgiving Day.
"It is an attempt to do
something
together,"
commented one of tbe Mass
participants. "Everyone is going
to pitch in to paint signs,
circulate posters, man booths in
tbe Campus Center and go
through the donns collecting."
The Youth Interracial Council,
under Michael Leary. will
coordinate the c10tbing drive.
The Council intends to set up a
collection point in the Campus
Center and also go through the
donns next week. The clothing
collected will be sent to Peru to
aid last year's earthquake
victims.
The Ignatium Council of the K
of C has elected to collect books
for Palestinian refugees in the
Near East. They are working
with Mr. Peter Medonia,
Director of Volunteer Services
and will make a collection
through personal donnitory
visits. Ricbard Nastasi '72 is
heading the drive.
The 10 o'clock Mass group of

STUDIO
CINEMA
%75 Fairfield Ave.
StudeDl DiscuuDc

$leOO

past president of the Catholic
Accountant Guild, and numerous
civic
and
charitable
organizations.
Rells H.S. Counselor
Fr. McGuire is the director

Rev. Robert A. McGUire, S.J.
of guidance for Regis High
School in New York City.
Among his apostolic activities
are membership on the board of
directors of Odyssey House for
Drug Rehabilitation and
coordinator of the Omega
College Program.
Fr. McGuire has received an
A.B. degree from Loyola
UniversilY in Chicago and an
M.A. in sociology from
Fordham. He has also done
additional graduate .....ork in
pastoral psychology at lona.
Famed Musicolo(.ist
Fr. McNaspy has gamed
international recognition as a
music critic and teacher.
Prior to returning to Loyola
University in New Orleans, Fr.
ro.lcNaspy served for 11 years as
an associate editor of AMERICA
magazine. He has also served'as
lhe dean of the College of Music
at Loyola University.
He has been a member of the
faculties of Spring Hill College in
Alabama and St. Charles College
in Louisiana.
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Return the Playhouse
Although the Fairfield University Playhouse is located on the
extreme edge of the campus, removed from the center of community
activity, we were never of the opinion that its remoteness indicated
that it was not part of the University. Evidently, however, this is the
feeling of many people who have been controlling the direction of the
playhouse. Instead of serving the interests of the entire university,
they seem to be more concerned with catering to a select clique of
people from outside the community and an equally clannish group of
university students.
Over the past few years. the resident director of the playhouse has
uni-Iaterally extended an invitation to various members of the outside
community (e.g. The Westport-Weston Theatre) to use the playhouse,
without consultation with other members of the community. At times
it has seemed that the University has been lucky to sandwich in its
own production amidst the busy schedules of the outside
organizations.
Instead of leaVing the playhouse open for student and faculty use in
areas like experimental theatre, it has been so tightly booked that
anyone with any creative theatrical ideas have been stifled in their
attempt to use the playhouse. In the past, requests from faculty
members to use the playhouse have been turned down because its
facilities were bein~ used by outside people.
When a university production does take place, many of the roles are
filled. not by members of the university community, but by outsiders.
Formerly. an explanation for this has been that Fairfield had no
female students. This explanation seems rather insincere, however,
in view of the fact that many of the male roles were also given to
people from outside the university. Also, in the first production since
Fairfield went coed most of the female parts were played by
outsiders.
In an attempt to justify its use of people from the outside
the playhouse has said that most of the other people!
Involved ID the backstage production of the play were from the
university. This would seem to reflect a sentiment that Fairfield
students are adequate for behind the scenes work, but that outsiders
must be recruited as window-dressin~for the on-stage roles.
~ommuni~y,

Recently a board of directors has been formed to guide the
playhouse. While this might appear to be a praise-worthy action, there
are strong indications that this board is just a clever front to disguise
the dictatorial powers of the resident director. The director still
r~serves the right to choose t~e plays.and hedges when asked what the
..
speCific powers of this board of directors will be.
We believe that the playhouse is not working in the best interests of
the entire Fairfield University community and call upon William P.
Schimpf. dean of students. to take the necessary steps to ensure more
university participation in playhouse productions. The playhouse must
serve the interests of the university_ not the community!

Tri-Partite Convention

Teacher Evaluation
A well designed program of student evaluation of courses and
teachers would offer many advantages to improved education at the
University. Systematically gathered information would certainly be
preferable to the gossip, anecdotes and occasional student complaints
which. now must serve administrators or committees as criteria for
promotions.
Such information could assist students in making wiser course
selections. No one could seriously believe that a student chooses a
course with no interest in who is teaching the course. To what extent
does the teacher relate material to current problems? To what extent
does he treat students as.persons? Does he stimulate thinking?
Such questions are not irrelevant to a student's own educational
goals. But without objective and descriptive information, he is now
asked to make a wise choice on a hit-and-miss basis. Student
evaluations can also be used by faculty members themselves to
improve their teaching. The natural threat which faculty members
might feel in such a program can be offset by wide participation of the
faculty in planning the system.
The plain fact. as research at Purdue -- where a program of
evaluation has been conducted for 20 years - and other colleges
shows, is that teachers rated as effective by students tend to be those
teachers whose students learn most. Students, faculty members and
administrators should realize that the value and effectiveness of an
evaluation program will be proportional to the seriousness and
honesty with which it is designed. Hopefully. the effort will begin
soon.

Purpose Really Served?
The times seem to demand an approach to understanding the spirit
of the law, rather than unthinking compliance with the letter of the
law. Students who live in the dormitories on campus are raising this
issue around the use of the "parietal sheet."
What purpose is now served or ever was served by this sign in - sign
out sheet is difficult to determine. The first thought that comes to
mind is that it might have been designed so that information about
who is in a donnitory at any given time, would be available in case of
an emergency, for example, a fire, or the need to contact someone
known to be visiting on campus. However, since the regulation states
that students must sign in and out visitors of the opposite sex only,
obviously the parietal sheet would not be a reliable source of such
data. Family members. friends or parents of the same sex could be in
the building and it would not be so noted, staff members, workers also
might be in the building and would not appear on the parietal sheet.
The only information it would provide would be to indicate who in the
bUilding has a visitor of the opposite sex in his or her room.
Certainly it is a reasonable expectation that as students assume
more control over their personal lives on campus, they must be also
willing to assume increasing responsibility to see to it that ·this system
works in the best interests of all. "Civilization" says Dr. Spock (of all
people) "is, after all. based upon restraints."
But to continue the parietal sheet would mean two things. First, the
University community would continue serene in the assumption that
this procedure fulfills a need, which it does not, and secondly it would
serve to encourage in students passive participation in a meaningless
ritual, when they should be encouraged toward finding ways to make
student community life work better for everyone.

It seems that with the election and appointment of the
representatives from every sector of the University, the tri-partite
constitutional convention will be able to convene as scheduled ~---------------------------.,
tomorrow.

,

Last year the convention was able to form a structure with which it
could work and it was able to publish a rough draft of the proposed
constitution during the summer.
Upon first glance it would appear that the convention's only job is to
smooth the rough spots and fill the holes that lace the document. This
in itself will be a formidable task. Furthermore. the convention has
yet to satisfactorily deal with the question of delegation of authority.
Also the constitution is extremely precise in some areas of
governance and quite general in others. The convention must finally
deal with the problem of appointments to committees and boards and
their qualifications.
The convention must also face the fact that many people look upon
its work as contributing to the undermining of the university and
therefore regard its efforts with grave suspicion. The members must
also be aware of people who view the work of the convention with
benign neglect and look upon the representatives as well-intentioned
but candidates for the couch.
It is our firm desire that every opportunity be given to the
constitutional convention to finish its work free from the harassment
of groups that are not willing to fully comprehend the scope of such a
body. And we strongly encourage all members of the community to·
avail themselves of the time to learn what tri-partitism is and what its
ramifications are in buildin~ a modern educational institution.
The convention is one place on this campus that still allows free
thinking and encourages high idealism, We give it our hearty
endorsement.
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The University Voice welcomes letters from members of the
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include the name and address of the writer. Limitations of space
may necessitate editing, but a letter would not be cut so as to
destroy the continuity or distort the point made by the
writer.

Bisaeea Defended

commencement address. Wbile no one
man can be expected to satisfy
completely the judgement of every
member of our community, we seek
candidates with the widest possible
appeal.
We would like to have your suggestions
by December 1. All members of the
University community are encouraged to
send in names to:
Rev. GeorgeS. Mahan, S.J.
Executive Assistant to the President
Canisius 101

To the Editor:
As I am a graduate of the Class of 1963,
and having played varsity basketball and
baseball for three years, (1960-63), I felt
compelled to respond to your "Sports
Slants" article of October 8, 1970.
In my opinion, your article
accomplished oothing by complaining. I
feel you should have suggested a plan of
action in order to accomplish your
objectives. The problem with the students
of today, and yesterday, is that we look at
what the University can give us during the
four short years we spend there. How
about contributing something to the To the Editor,
University while we are there and after
I would like to comment OD two items in
we leave?
the November ~ Voice; the unsigned
I believe that your request to have other editorial" A Closed Door" and the article
sports reacb a par with basketball in less "Fairfield and Its Disconents" under the
than a dozen years is unrealistic. Mr. by.fuJe of Tbomton Larkin whicb you have
Bisacea may be Atbletic Director five informed me is a pseudonym of someone
years from oow, but wbere will you be at who does not want to use his true name.
that time, and what will you be doing to
My name is Father Bernard SCully, S.J.
furtber the sports program at Fairfield and I respectfully ask you to please print
University?
my name as the writer of this if you see fit
I firmly believe that Fairfield to prirlt my letter.
University is a basketball schooL The
As is well known, the aceept.ed faculty
reasons are probably due to appeal, custom has always been that at any
income derived from games and the siI to meeting if a majority voted for an open
eight years (1$-65) of self sacrifice and meeting that meeting would be open. For
hard wort whicb Mr. Bisacea oontributed Iinstance, last April during the first Spring
to this cause (with all due respect to the strite the faculty did vote to admit
many players who also made this ,students and several hundred surrounded
possible).
the faculty members at our meeting the .
Instead of complaining, wby not try night that tbe Col: amendment was
asking George if he could use the help of passedthe student body to fulfill their objectives.
The new element of the proposed
Maybe you could be instrumental in motion on October 20th was that once and
establishing student and alumni forever. regardless of aU future crises, 00
committees for each sport to work with majority vote, not even a unanimous vote,
the Athletic Director. TIle athletic plans could ever keep a faculty meeting
and programs of other universities should restricted to faculty members. As the
be reviewed to see what we can learn Chair repeatedly pointed out, and as we
from them. Sports programs need funds, all understood, a defeal of the motion
and any idea for obtaining them should merely meant that .....e would retain
not be overlooked· establishing a fund, unchanged our long-establisbed custom of
alumni, dances. chance books, etc.
allowing to each meeting the freedom to
I doubt that you will accompliSh all your choose whether to have an open meeting
objectives in four short years. However, or not.
if you can complete one, it will be more
Before our OCtober 20th meeting
than the majority has done. Most several friends admitted 'to me that
important should be the passing on of this indeed, their own freedom of discussion
"reform", its objectives. and plan of with their faculty peers had been
action to the future men of Fairfield, and constrained during that April meeting by
our continued participation as alumni.
the presence of several bundred striking
And so, Mr. Kirschbaum, I believe your students surrounding us and loudly
future articles should strive to have your expressing their reaction to faculty
follower and the alumni get off their speakers, despite the admonitions of the
"laurels" and devote some time and Chair. These friends felt that the hostile
effort to the objectives they seek.
atmosphere of tbe striking students
Very truly yours, interfered with freedom of discussion and
Joseph R. D'Agostin with freedom to show a vote by raised
hand when the vote was contrary to the
demands of the striking students. By the
way, these demands are not "opinions."
Yes, some of my friends did admit that
To the Editor:
the surrounding, out-numbering crowd did
I was very disappointed that my fellow- cause "coercion" (Please correct here
critic on the Voice completely ignored the spelling error of your last week's
one of the basic themes of that great epic column.)
"C.C. Ryder."
Some of these friends asked me to point
Nowhere in his review does Mr. Zola out to members of the faculty meeting
mention the maturation process which their fears that if this blanket motion
C.C., as nobly played by Joe Namath, passed no faculty member nor any group
undergoes.
of faculty members, however large, could
In a manner reminiscent of Stephen ever vote to prevent a repetition of this
Dedalus in Joyce's Portrait of an Artist as breach of their own freedom of speech
a Young Man, C.C. realizes that he is and of vote. I did speak about this at the
different than his motorcycle compatriots meeting and if you asked me about it
aDd separates himself from them. In an before you wrote your editorial I would
epiphanic moment, signalled on the have gladly have authorized you to quote
screen by the roar of motorcycles, C.C. me. Did the October 20tb faculty meeting
recognizes that his true calling in life is to produce proof by anyone who had been
live with Ann-Margaret in a luxurious present at that April meeting that nobody
was intimidated and that all persons
hotel.
In the future, I sincerely hope that Mr. whose conscience was opposed to the
lola will view tbe movies that be reviews students demands felt no coercion or
more carefully, so as not to miss such an constraint on their freedom?
I trust that some of those faculty
important point.
Patrick K. Long members who bad supported and
encouraged student demands in April,
together with our teachers who
themselves felt DO fear in April, did
appreciate on October 20th the rights of
their faculty peers to freedom and thus
Dear Editor:
were part of the overwhelming majority
Each year at this time a search is made to defeat the motion.
for candidates to receive honorary
Unfortunately, your editorial does oot
degrees at commencement • men who mention the secood amendment which
have distinguisbed themselves, especially passed and, as the Chair pointed out,
in the field of education.
merely made explicit our constant
The University seeks to honor people of custom of allowing a majority 'faculty
merit who are outstanding in their vote to opel! any meeting. Considering the
profession and thereby enhance the name above comments of the Chair and the
and ideals of the University.
context of the defeated motion and the
The principal honorary degree explicit statement of the second
candidate is usually asked to give the amendment are you correct in saying

Anonymity Exposed

Critie Admonished

Commeneemenl Speaker

without any qualifications, "the faculty
voted overwbehningly not to open their
meetings to otber members of the
community"?
Ironically, at the very time that your
unsigned editorial decrying "the faculty
cloak of anonymity" was being printed,
our November fourth meeting was being
held with, by a majority vote, the
presence of reporters from the Voice aDd
the Fairfield Free Press aDd Review.
May I now address myself, througb his
"cloak of anonymity", to the writer who
signs himself "Thornton Larkin". All my
colleagues and student friends who read
this thought that this was a true name.
However, neither the Dean's Registry of
Students, nor the Faculty Directory, nor
the Voice masthead lists this name. Your
managing editor told me OD the phone that
this was a pseudonym so perhaps I am one
of the few readers to know that this is not
a true name.
Your would-be humorous article does
not, of course, violate any civil ·Iaw.
Nobody would deny your civil right to
recount what is presumably your
phantasy of groping tbrougb the intimate
prosthetic feminine apparel of a putative
"chick at U.. to discover that she was DOt
"liberated" according to -yourb
standards.
e,
Pemaps instead of b urmng
r appare
she was rather burning with hope of
liberation from your own negative
criterion of "liberation".
I'm available on campus most any time
and I would welcome your assistance in
any way to understand tbe bumour and/or
meaning in the statement that your
acquaintance (victim?) was "00 more
liberated than Mary the night J.C. was
conceived". Can you expect a reader at
this Catholic collel(e not to take this as a

---:

e-F..,. ive

--:-----P-O-9-

reference to Mary~ the Virgin Mother of
Jesus Christ - and, in tbe context, a
slurring reference to Christ and His
Mother? Father Mcinnes' letter of July
22, 1970 states "At Fairfield University,
any religious question may be raised for
discussion - but religion may be neither
dismissed nor treated with contempt".
Do you realize how many people will
share my feeling that you have treated
our religion (specifically the Founder of
our religion and His Mother) with
contempt.
Out of respect to the Virgin Motber of
Jesus Christ I will not speculate on how
your standards of "liberation" apply to
ber. Liberation means "being free" and
since we believe that Mary was free of all
sin, original and personal, from the very
moment that she was CODCeiVed, we hold
that she is the most truly liberated
.woman of all time.
How do you know that Jesus was
conceived at night? Why do you refer to
Him by His initials only? His name has its
.vital meaning since "Jesus" means
Saviour and "Christ" means the Anointed
or the Messiah. Can I belp you to know
Him better? 'Thank You.
Sincerely in Christ,
F r. Be rna to "";UI y, s ..
J
0 __ "

Thank You
To the Editor:
Thank you for the introductory copies of
the University Voice.
I certainly found the paper very
interesting.
Success in your endeavors.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Yetta Pinsker
(Grad Alumnus '69)

money
in the bank
turns on
your selfconfidence
Confidence to win that girl,
finance a college education, do
graduate work, change jobs. get
married, travel, buy a home,
start a business of your own, and,
eventually, to retire.
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BLACK ROCK TPKE 336-0113
1940 Black Rock Tpke, Fairfield
Open Monday-Thursday, 9·3
Friday, 9-8
FAIRFIELD 259·5241
Fairfield Shopping Center
Open Monday-Thursday, 9-3
Friday, 9-8
SOUTHPORT 259-8388
226 Main SI.
Open Monday-Friday, 9-3
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I hope that they might see some
benefit coming about from this
change, not for them but for
their Alma Mater and for the
future life of their children.
I am now far from the Eastern
seaboard and have exchanged
To the Editor:
I have been a graduate student my role from that of student to
on several college campuses that of Assistant Professor at a
since my graduation from large state institution. Will I be
Fairfield in June of 1964. The last able to keep this same outlook? I
campus I attended was a state can not answer the question at
university in Ohio and therefore this time, but only hope I can
close to the tragedy which closed. continue to try and understand
Kent and the aftermath of that the issues and the feelings of
event which closed the both generations.
Sincerely,
university at which I was
Peter L. Goss,
attending. None of wbat
Class of 64
happened in Ohio, across the
Salt Lake City, Utah
country or at Fairfield has
surprised me. I have generally
been in support of the student for
his efforts of attempting to
change his institution and
society. I am against bombing To the Editor:
and destruction wbether on or orr
As a faculty member who has
the campus at any time. always opposed anonymity, I
However, I can honestly say that (although not now directly
I felt or predicted in my own involved in University matters)
mind that these campus, protest this action on the part of
problems were to evolve. I felt the faculty at a recent faculty
this way when I attended meeting. I firmly believe that
Fairfield University, for in anonymity is essentially a sign of
dealing
with
campus fear (real or imaginary). As my
administrators while active in students can attest, whenever
the University newspaper and. they evaluated my teaching I
yearbook along witb other always insisted that only those
activities I often felt thwarted. It who signed the evaluation sheets
was diUicult, I found, in the could evaluate me. My reasoning
early sixties to drum up support simply was that a proper
among my fellow students in the evaluation' of the faculty
attempt to achieve refonn and I . evaluation was not possible
knew it was impossible to tackle without taking into consideration
the situation by myself. I am; many factors, e.g., standing in;
happy now to see that tbere iSI the class, attitude, class~
some activism at Fairfield for I participation, g.p.a. etc. Just as
would have been gravely a student would-be helpless if he.
disappointed in the student body did not know wbo graded bis
and the scbool if there was papers, so anyone is helpless if
silence in light of the numerous he does not know who said or
nationwide and campuswide, voted this or that way. By.
problems of the past twelve to knowing who said what, I can
eighteen months.
better evaluate things. For'
Unfortunately it is the older eumple, by knowing that a
alumni of Fairfield and other' certain person held such a view I
universities across the country might tend to be somewhat more
which find the situation sympathetic to the view or I
'unbelievable and intolerable, for might go out of my way to find
them it certainly has not been· out why he held such a view.
like those "good old college How can one vote for a person
days." My only reaction to such nominated for a committee
feeling is - thank God! However, unless he knows where that

Community Forum

Campus. tlnrest

Anonymity Opposed

person stands. I have lost many
an election and won some
precisely because people knew
what position I held. What is
needed is more openness not
c1osedness.
I suggest that tbe faculty
rescind their action and do so
because intellectual and moral
integrity demand it. Say and vote
as you will, but be proud of your
action and let the community
know it.
Sincerely yours,
Joseph G. Grassi
Dept. of Philosophy

Names
ill Ih.

News
Frederic Baker, Patrick
Schambab, Job.ll SpUta and
James StoBaba have been
elected representatives at the
Departmental Meetings of tbe
business department for the
school year 1970-71.
Jim CallahaD and Mike
Mllcbell were listed in the first
issue of GteDmary ... In the Easl
as three of the eighty college
men from Fairfield University
who journeyed to Appalachia
last spring along with Glenmary
Brother Al Behm, to direct a
land clearing operation which
saved a Kentucky family from.
eviction.
George Rubl has been named
president of the Pbilosophy
Academy and Peler KeDDY .has
been selected to represent
p1iTlosophy majors with Mr. Rubl
on a committee to meet with
philosopby faculty on a regular
basis.
Dr. Dorothy Shaffer was an
invited participant at an
International Conference on
Approximation Theory and
related topics at the University
of Maryland.
Guy R. Barlow was a
consultant on the tax aspects of
group practice at the 44th midseason meeting of the
Connecticut State Dental
Association, held last week at
the Holiday Inn in Bridgeport.
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Faculty Member's

Plug For Tri-partite
BY ARTHUR ANDERSON

In view of the upcoming
constitutional convention I'm
writing to put in a plug for trio,
partite, plus to stimulate some
discussion on a slightly different
plane than I often detect in
campus rapping. My plug for trio
partite is in two parts.
First is the junking of an
illusion, namely, community.
Talk about community at
Fairfield is mostly nostalgia--a
very American pastime. Most
sociologists find community nonexistent, or at the most, very
very scarce in American society.
Community implies a mutually
and commonly shared set of
beliefs, values, norms, and
goals. One of the fundamental
crises of America is that we ain't
got that in our society, and we
ain't got it at Fairfield.
Looking at Fairfield
specifically we find a vast
spectrum of values and goals as
to why we're here and what this
place should be. I talk to one
faculty member and he wants a
Sixteenth Century Jesuit
Catholic university (with classes
conducted in Latin, I assume); I
talk with another who wants a
higher education version of
Summerhill. I talk to studentssome of whom are seriously
interested in education, some of
whom want the "union card" so
they can "make it" in terms of
the "good life," some of whom
are looking for their souls, some
of whom hate the place but hate
Vietnamese rice patties even
more. Most students, like most
facuIty and administrators, are
of course a potpourri of values,
goals, and motives. The point is,
if you boil it all down to what we
all have in common it just might
be nothing more than that we
live and work on the same 200
acres. That ain't community.

That's known as extreme
pluralism.
The other point is we must
somehow live and work together-which Americans aren't finding
especially easy to.do these days.
For a pluralistic assortment of
people to live and work together
requires some common
institutional means through
which they can communicate,
obtain and channel power, in
short, means through which
people can get what they want,
be who they want to be, and still
preserve social order. ObViously I
this involves compromise.
Old models aren't working too
well unless one calls last spring
"working". It's also difficult to
call our present muddling
through from day to day
"working". New models must be
created and unfortunately past
history provides us with very few
viable hints as to just what these
might be. Certainly tri-partite is
one possible live option, even
though it smacks of threadbare'
liberal pluralism.
'
As one of the squatters on
these 200 acres, I nevertheless,
urge that we renew our moral
commitment to tri-partite which
we all made last spring. I do this
in full realization that in tripartite students have much to
gain, and faculty and especially
administration fear they have
much to lose. That's true, and
explains much of the balking on
this issue now. It's also possible
that through tri-partite we all
have something to gain as well--a
little taste of that scarce
phenomenon sociologists call
community.

Fairfielcl ....n d _
Di.gonaJly Across from
Post Office
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Frazer Elected
Varsity Captain
Mark Frazer, a 6'6" forward
from Bronl[, N.Y., was named
captain of the Stags 1970-71
basketball team.
The announcement was made
last Thursday night by Coach
Fred Barakat during the "Meet
the Stags Night" program. He
succeeds last season's cocaptains, Frank Magaletta and
Jim Hessell.
Frazer's election as captain
was greeted enthusiastically by
the first year coach. He noted
that the choice of Mark Frazer
ex:emplified "the teams desire to
have not only a fine and talented
basketball player serve as
captain, but also a leader with
strong character and a great
attitude toward the game and his
school work."
Frazer is a product of S1.
Augustine High School in
Jamaica, N.Y., where he starred
under coach Charlie O'Donnell.
Besides being a valuable man
on the basketball squad, the
economics major has attained a
high academic standing. He has
recently been nominated for the
Who's Who of American College
and Universities.
As a freshman Frazer served
notice to Stag fans of his ability
to score by breaking several
freshmen offensive records en
route to a sizzling 25.6 per game
average.
.
In his sophomore year Frazer
played in all 26 games, averaging
7.5 points a contest and grabbing
162 rebounds. His best individual
output was a 21 point
perfonnance against Holy Cross.
Frazer came througb witb a
solid effort last season while
playing in the shadow of stars
Frank Magaletta and Wayne
Gibbons. He managed to hit for
an 8.2 point average and, more
Importantly, provided much
needed board strengtb by
averaging nine rebounds per
game.

Mlll1l Frazer

U. Gridders Seek
.500 Season Tally

F AMILY MEMBER Bucky BalloU! is .be.... carryiDg Ille plpkiD
for Ibe resldeDls' IDtramurallleam during last week's compelioD.

. 4 PI avs S nOl·1er
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l7'T ReSl·dents
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This afternoon the Resident Gonzaga I, 24:0. G 1 f 0II OWing I
Advisors meet head-on In what loss to campion ~ bas no~ ~n
could be the decisive ~ame in able to get back ID the wlDnlDg
their division. Both clubs sport groove.
identical 4-1-1 records in the
Manelli intercepted ~ne P.3ss
Century Division.
.
for twenty yards and SIX pomts
While this may prove to be thiS and also ran back a punt 50 ya~s
week's key contest, Regis 4 had for another touchdown. Mike
different feelings last week. Yates also caught a TO pass
Regis 4 beat both these teams from Steve Lennox.
last week.
It will be Yates' last TO until
Regis rolled to its third
after' Saturday because football
consecutive victory with a 7-6 club players have been ruled
win over previously undefeated
ineligible until their season is
Phi Kappa Theta. A fifteen yard
finished. The move came
touchdown run by Vic Plno and
following several injuries to club
repeated goal line stands by an players in intramurals and also
inspired Regis defense spelled their cutting chili practice to
defeat for PKT.
play Intramurals.
·
Blaalt RA's
.Beac• T1e!
0
For the second time 'Iast
Fairfield Beach upped their
week, Regis 4 k~ked a Century
number of tied games to 4 as
Division team from the ranks of
the unbeaten with a convindng 9they tied Regis 1, 0-0, and
Southeast dorm, 6-6. Ted
zip win over the RA's.
Martines took a Terry Sacchi
Steve Sabre registered two
pass for Southeast's touchdown.
points when he trapped RA
quarterback John O'Rourke in
Campion 2 banded Northwest 4
his own end zone. Regis 4's own
a 21-0 setback. Pat English has
three touchdown passes. One
John O'Rourke scored on a long
was a seventy ya~r to Mike
pass from quarterbaCk John
Raymond.
Bugglin. The other two w~re ~
Ray Villanova and Dave 0 Nell.
Regis 4'5 vaunted defense kept
In another game, Campion 2'50
the RA's at bay throughout the
offense was not to potent as they
afternoon. It was the defenses'
third shutout in their last four
lost 13-6 to Northwest 2. In tum,
Northwest 2 was downed by
games.
Loyola 3, 6-0.
Player of tlIe Week
Bob Manelli received
intramural player of the week
honors as he led Campion 3 over

Fresh from a convincing 21-12
drubbing of New Haven College,
the Fairfield Club preps for its
two o'clock home contest against
Norwalk Community College
this coming Saturday.
Tris Carta's gridders will be
shooting for a five hundred
season. Their record stands at 34 while Norwalk stands at 5 and
1.
Saturday's cootest against
Norwalk is the last regular
scheduled game.
Wtn 5 or Six
Norwallts footballers bad
whipped their first four
opponents before losing to
Concordia 67-20. A weak
defensive secondary allowed
Concordia to score almost at
will.
Earlier victims of the Norwalk
were S1. Francis, 28-24;' New

Haven Colle,e, "'20; W..'em

New England, 27-0: and Southern
Conn. Frosh, lH. In the

common'ty 'colle,e',

mo"

recent clash, they downed
Westchester Community
College, 16-12.
On oUense, Norwalk Is paced
by quarterback Joe Andre.
Norwalk has a balanced
offensive attack with a good
strong backfield.
Leads Scorers
The team's leading scorer is
flanker and punt retumerReggie
Mills. Last Sunday against
Westchester, Mills ran one punt
back 98 yards.
Filling one of the halfback
slots for Norwalk is fonner New
England tOO-yard dash cbamp
Jesus Llanos.
On defense. the key players
are linebacker Joel Hanleman
and defensive end Phil TegaDO.
Against Westchester Teg~
dumped the quarterback bve
times.
Down Char~rs
In last Sunday's clash with
New Haven Collefll:e, the Stags
opened the scoring on the fi~t
series of plays. Pa~ Coll,ler
engineered a 70-yard dnvewhlch
culminated in a nineteen-yard
scoring pass to Bill Mraz. Bob
Piazza, "Choa. Choo" Ha~r,
and Mraz all picked up key first
downs in the S~gs' d~ve.
A faked bck With ~~e
signal caller Pete Halas bitti.1lI
Fran Neary for the two-pomt
cooverslon made it 1HI with 0:27
left in the first quarter.
A bad snap from center set up

New Haven on Fairfield's
eighteen yard line. With ten
minutes left in the half Ben
Graves beat defender Neary to
catch a Ray Delamura toss. Tom
Hildebrand broke up Delamura's
two point attempt, and Fairfield
settled for an U advantage at
intennission.
Furious Fourth
The 8-6 mark was carried
into the fourth quarter before
Mike Dougherty cracked over
from the seven. The six-pointer
which proved to be the winning
margin was set up by the Piazza
run to the New Haven nineteen
and Van Muller's carry to the
seven.
The Charger combo of
Delamura and Graves got
together on a 37-yard scoring
play to bring the Elm City eleven
within two. Dougherty slacked
up New Haven's bread and
butter runner John Beauvais to
stop the two point attempt.
,
Fairfield came right·back with
the game's final touchdown in
the furious fourth quarter when
Dougherty bulled his way over
for his second touchdown of the
afternoon. Jim Vespia added the
eJ:tra point to the Stags' victory.
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RuggersTrampleM.I.T .19-0
Travel to BostonCollegeSat.

I'LL GET HIM layl In.ior rauer Jeff Sylva u lie pusaes ..
uaideatifltd M.tT. player duriDg lasl Salantay's "A" game. Colla
KiJey is sbown follow-iDg bim.

Skaters Bury Newark Foe
Eye Big Date in Garden
•

The Stag Hockey team
continued to unleash a relentless
offensive attack as they
overpowered Newark College of
Engineering 11-1 last Sunday for
their second straight win in a
tune up match for upcoming
action. This weekend, the
puckmen will take on Fordham
at home on Friday and meet
Columbia on Sunday at Madison
Square Garden at 2p.m.
Columbia Rematch
Coach John McCarthy's men
will meet Fordham's Rams at
9: IS p.m. at the Bridgeport
Wonderland of Ice for the team's
first clash of the season.
Sunday's big attraclion at the
Garden against Columbia will be
a rematch of the season opener
in which the two clubs battled to
a 3-3 deadlock.
The win over Newark gives the
skaters a 2-H record thus far
inlo the Melropolitan League
Season.
New SecoDd LlDe
Skating with a newly formed
second line, with Chuck Frissora
at cenler, and Marty Vierling
and Ed Stefan at wings, the
Stags worked weU in bringing
the puck into Newark's territory.
The new alignment contributed
in attacking the Newark nets
with 44 shots as opposed to the 19
shots taten by the Engineers.
Only allowing one goal in the
last two games, Fairfield goalie
Ed Palma was credited with 18
saves as he lei only one go by for
Newarlts lone tally.
Frislon Gell Hal Trick
Among the eleven goals
scored by the Stags was a hat
trick by Chuck Frissora. Other
skaters finding a path into the
nets were Jean Guy LaFlamme
and Marty Vierling with two
goals apiece, while Jim
Monman, Jim Bolger and Ed
Stefan scored one each.
Retul'IImg Veter...
In entering this weekend's
matches, Coach McCarthv will

H",I", Enl U, 5-3;
Horton ere MeI.llst
Coach Nick Giaquinto's cross
country team closed out their
season last Saturday at the
Collegiate Track Conference,
which hosted 1(1) players from IS
different schools.
Individually there were three
Stags who finished in the top half
of the field with freshman Phil
Horton placing eighlh and
winning a medal. Gene
Mulvaney placed 42 and Bob
Kunces finished in the ·47
position.
The harriers wound up their
regular season last Wednesday
by dropping a meet to New Paltz
State 2Q - 35. The loss gave them
a final record of S - 3.

have added strength with the
return of veterans Gerry
Michaud and Ken McNulty to the
ice for the season's endurance.

SLANTS

The Fairfield Rugby Football
club bad three matcbes this past
we.Send, with the "A" team
tcol'iq: a big victory over
M.I.T.,IH.
Tbis Saturday the Red
Ruaen will travel to Boston to
play Boston CoUege. The Eagles
were the last coUege team to
defeat Fairfield, as they upset
the Ruaen 11-8 last spring, the
week before Fairfield traveled
to Wales on tour.
H the Ruggen up-end B.C. it
will be their eighth win in a l'QW
against college teams, a string
they began last spring against
Dartmouth.
In the "A" match last
Saturday the Red Ruaers
scored often and in spectacular
fashion. A highly partisan crowd
of SOO looked on in delight as
Fairfield jumped off to a 16-0
balf-time lead.
The Rugers first score came
after 10 minutes of playoff of a
loose scrum on M.I.T.'s 20.
Center Chris Galvin was
covering the weak side when the
ball suddenly popped. out to him.
Galvin was In the end zone for
the try before most of the
players knew what had
happened.

Blocked Kick
Shortly after this M.I.T.
moved downfield into scoring
positi!Xl on several good kicb.
On a liDe-out inside Fairfield's 25
the M.I.T. inside ce!lter tried a
fly 1ticIt, but it wu blocked by
Galvin on the Fairfield 20.
The ball bo~ deep into the
BostoniaD's backfield and wu
finally picked up by wing Greg
Gomez on tbe Red Rugger's 45.
,Gomez ran the ban down to
M.l. T. 's 30 where he passed
inside to outside ce!lter Pete
Ferrara who toot it into the end
"",e.

John O'Neill made the ensuing
conversion, and Fairfield led 8-0.
Several minutes after this the
Ruggers again scored with the
SCl1J1ll getting the credit.
Ta,..,1kI Score Demoralb.es
Wing forward Kevin Manley
picked up a loose ball on the
Bostonian 40 and. ran upfield
before passing to hooker Gino

I

Uphill Battle •• BOB IlLAIB
Stag soccer coach Jim
Kuhlman knows what big time
soccer is Iiie and he also knows
the growing pains of a young
soccer program striving for such
a status. As this year's booters
close out one of the most
successful seasons in 'Kuhlman's
seven year history as coach It
provides an opportUllity to
reflect 00 the soccer program's
success thus far and its future.
Soccer bu come a long way
under Kuhlman, especiaUy in the
last few yean. Formerly a star
at the Umversity of Brida:eport
In the late 1950's when the
Knights were a nationally
raDked team, he still faces an
uphill battle to establish
Fairfield as a pef'!!Ulial threat to
rivals such as University of New
Havell, QuinDjpiac College, aDd
Southern Cormecticut.
Mr. KublmaD is forced to
depend on wbatever soccer
talent happens to come to
Fairfield. He bas 00 athletic
scholarships to attract an
admittedlysmallgroupofskilled
and experienced high school
playen, this puts him at a
distinct disadvantage in regard
to competing with most other
schools who do have athletic
funds with which to bring in the
skilled players.

i- Snnrts Slate

The fact that the Stags are
holding their own against schools

with more expansive soccer

RUGBY
Nov. U - (Sal.)-Away
Boston College
FOOTBALL
Noy. U - (Sal.)-Home
Norwalk Commty..2p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY
Nov, 14 - (Sat.)-Away
C.T.C.
SOCCER
Nov. 14 - (Sal.) - Aw:ay
Monmouth
BASKETBALL
VARSITY
Nov. U - (Sal,) ·Home
Univ. New Hamp...1 p.m.
Nov. Zl- (Sal.) ·Away
U.S. Naval Academy
FRESHMAN
Noy. n· (S...) -Home
Lee High School .. 2 p.m.
Nov. If..(n.,...)·Home
Post Jr. College ..3:30 p.m.
BOCU:Y
N".lS-{Frt.) -Home
Fordham .....I:lh.m.
NOY.IS - (S..) Columbia
-Madison Square Garden

tbebaJf.

Wing forward Bruce Klastow
received the ball off of a loose
serum on tbe M.l.T. 20. He shed
two tacklers and got off a
booming drop kick which split
the uprights for three polnts_
This gave Fairfield a 16-0 lead
at baU-time, more points than
they had scored in an elltire
garne this season.
Protect Lead
The second balf was a
defensive battle as the: Red
Ruggers protected their big lead.
The scrum, led by Klastow,
Colin Kiley, Bob Murphy,
"Mondo" F1anagan, and Bob
Weingartner kept M.LT. from
starting a cohesive running
attack, while Fullback Chris
Grimes and wing John O'Rourke
fielded their kicks and Jeff Sulva
dominated the line-outs.
F1aal SCore
Midway through the half the
Rugers got their last score, as
Klastow picked up a loose ball on
the Bostonian's IS and ran for
the Iry. This made the score 19-0.
M.I.T. finally moved the ball
deep into Fairfield territory as
they got inside the five with
about 10 minutes to play.
Scrum balf Dave Reeves
finally ended this threat as he
kicked the ball downfield, and
minutes later the referee
sia:nalled the end of the match.
This victory upped the "A"
teams' record to five wins and
three losses, with all the wins
against college teams and the
losses coming against New Yort
City clubs and the Llandaff
touring team.
B'. EIIf: M.I.T.
The "B" team also bad a
successful day as they slipped by
M.1.T.'s secood side, 11).9.
Wing forward John Roach set
up a try by Rich Diety and scored
himself whell be blocked a kick
and then dashed 70 yards for the
score.
C'I Bea1ft by CohoaWa
In the "e"
Fairfiekls
tbird side ~~ against
Columbia Old Blues "C" team.
Despite a 40 yard penalty kick by
Tom Denning the Ruggers fell
short and came out on the losing
end by a score of 8--3.

programs Is perhaps testimony
to the coaching job Kuhlman bas
been doina:.
biexperlnce H.r"
Many college soccer coaches,
DRIBBLING &be ball .. IIaB
Uke Kuhlman, are faced with the
hooter, RolaDd CO....ta dllria«
situation of having to teach the
• receillSuue.
game to a relatively
inexperienced lot.
However, this is a phase of the
a:ame which is definitely
YS.
improvina: through more
exposure and participation 00
The Fairfield Univenity
the hip school front.
soccer team came hack to shut
A1tbough Coach Kuhlman feels out New York Tecb Saturday 2-0
much is still left to be desired on after losina: to Qubmjpiac earlier
the high scboollevelln terms of in theweet.
teacbing of the game he
The game againsl New York
acknowledges that In the last few was dominated offensively and
years players bave been coming defensively by Fairfield. The
to him wltb a better kDowleda:e Stags' first goal came when
of the game.
Roland Cortin netted the ball.
Forelp Playen
with an assist from Danny
One of the: more widely Wilcox in tbe second quarter. In
accepted notions about soccer is the third quarter, it was Danny
that if you've got a few foreign LaPaco, who drove an amazing
playen on a squad then you've boot 30 yards into the New York
got instant success. Kuhlman nets for tbe second and final
strongly opposes this view and goaL
think.s the only thing that the
The Staa: defense kept the
foreiID born player bas over aD sporatic offensive penetrations
American is simply more of New York from getting on to
BRIDGEPORT
experience and not innate skill the scoreboard. Veteran goalie,
MOTOR INN
for the game. Perhaps if Jim Sinott, tu_ m some
Hiebay CIIt-Qff al
outstanding defensive plays to
E:dI 24, Fairfield, Coo. . . .
keep the: slim lead of Fairfield.
3a7~"
season Kuhlman's and every
Offensively the Stags were led
STUDENT RATES AVAIL .... BLE
other soccer coach's problem by the hustle amid fine passes of
would be solved.
.
Roland Corkin, who accurately
Obviously having foreign kept pounding the New York
players on a team is goalie with his driving shots and
'499 Post Rood
nevertheless an advantage: kept constant pressure upon New
Foirlield, Ccnn.
which brings up another notion York's defense.
Thruwoy Exit 21
that perhaps such players are
This win brought the Fairfield
attncted to other schools of booters' record up to 6 - 3 - 2.
00000000
lower academic standing than
The Stags will host Patterson
Fairfield. This is a fallacy State Wednesday, November
however which can be readily 11th and then they will travel to
0
disproved by looking at the Monmouth Saturday to conclude
o "
I
0
strona: teams which Harvard the final gameof the '70 season.
I'
0
University has recently fielded
0
with alm9st all foreign
0
Gaaa'.... P\camac,
members.
00000000
Balld a WiDDer
80 Poot Rd. (C«. G........)
The obvious solution to
See our. Bright Spot
CAll Cl,.sooo
establishing soccer on a big time
where
the action turns.
F..
Y...
&
basis at Fairfield is to obtain
on everything young.
P......, Noodo
scholarship aid for the soccer
program to work with but this is
not in the forseeable future.
BDg . . .
aRl:l:TOHG c ...... os
The only other way 10 attract
attention is to estahlish a
winning tradition.. The Stags
veteran coach the more talented
• 1484 POST ROAD
soccer player, will take a longer
• I"A1RF"rELO, CONNECTICUT 06430
look at Fairfield. Hopefully he'll
TELEPHONE 255-0656
•
like what he sees.

Booters Finish Up
Sat.
Monmouth

"....
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Tarnowski. Tarnowski booted
the ball betweeu two M.l.T.
bacb, ran past lbem, caugbt his
own kick on the botmce, and sped
into the end zone for the score.
This score aDd the conversion
by O'Neill demoralized the
already sbocIted Boston team.
Five minutes later the
Ruaers got their last score of

g.g
o
oo
o

en.•. _

merritt

Boot.

